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Rotating coil probes of radial and tangential winding geometries for the measurements of the magnetic center, main field integral and multipole coefficients of sextupole magnets are described. Two sets of coils are sufficient for a probe of radial winding geometry. For a tangential winding probe, however, typically several sets of coils are required to measure the above magnetic parameters. The tangential coil geometry in this note is described with three sets of coils. The main sextupole field coefficients are defined as b2 :::: 1.0cm -2 and a2 :::: 0 for the expression of the multipoie field coefficients Eq. (1) in Reference 1.
Radial Winding Coils
The flux linkage for the two coils in Fig. 1 , coil A and coil B, is given in Eqs. (5) and (6) in Reference 1 and is written here again, ifJ AB (8) where N A and N B are the n umber of turns of coil A and coil B, respectively. From Eq. (2) the conditions for the rejection of the quadrupole and sexfupole components for the measurements of higher multipole coefficients, n ~ 4, are given by
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By introducing the following parameters the above two conditions, Eqs. (3) and (4), are transformed into 2 2 2 2
By solving Eq. (6), coil parameters for NB/N A := 3.5 as an example, are listed in Table 1 .
When the cylinder rotation axis (CR) in Fig. 1 is displaced from the magnetic center by 
(6)
From Eq. (9) the cos2o' term, which is the quadrupole field component due to the displacement of the magnetic center by Eq. (7), measures the magnetic center and the cos30' term measures the sextupole field integral. It should be noted that in Eq. J8) there is a dipole field component term which is proportional to ro ~ and negligible, This is why the large sensitivity for n= 1 in Table 1 is not important This is also why finding the magnetic center for a sextupole magnet is defined for the minimization of the quadrupole field component instead of that of the dipole field component in this note,
When the conductor positions of r A2 and r A l' and the coil plane have errors of bJA' as shown in Fig. 3 in Reference 1, Eq. (9) has additional terms. The corresponding expression with correction terms is
where it is assumed that r A2 = 2r A l' and the position of r A2 is the reference angular position. The correction terms are measured from the real and imaginary parts of Fourier analysis. Figure 2 shows the cross section of a tangential winding coil geometry with one b.-coil and two 1f/2-coils. The two 1f/2-coils do have both roles for the 1f/2-coils and 1f/3-coils (see Reference 2) by series-connections of the two coils; one connection adds up the quadrupole field component and one connection adds up the main sextupole field components. The two series-connected coils will be called QQ and QS coils, and will have different numbers of turns of the coils, NA and NS respectively. Finally the three coils, b.-coil, QQ-coil and QS-coil, are connected to have the flux linkage such that
Tangential Winding Coil
From Eq. (11) the conditions for the rejection of the quadrupole and sextupole components are
With a choice of the tangential coil parameters, relative sensitivities of the multipole coefficients are listed in Table 2 .
For a sextupole magnet, C n (n¢3)/C3 « 1, when the CR is displaced from the magnetic center by Eq. 0), the flux linkages of QQ-coil and QS-coil are calculated from Eq. (8),
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The sextupole field integral is measured from Eq. (15) which does not depend on the position of the location of the cylinder axis. After finding the sextupoie strength, the displacement of the CR from the magnetic center is found from Eq. (14). 
